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Using Malliavin Calculus, we give sufficient conditions ensuring the smoothness
of the density for the law of the solution to a Stratonovich stochastic differential
equation with anticipating initial condition. We study Ho rmander type conditions
(restricted and unrestricted) as well as a highly degenerate case.  1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is devoted to the study of sufficient conditions for the
existence of a smooth density for the probability law of the solution to the
anticipating stochastic differential equation
Xt=X0+|
t
0 \ :
k
j=1
Aj (Xs) b dW js+A0(Xs) ds+ , t # [0, 1], (1.1)
at a fixed time t>0. This equation is a particular case of a general class of
anticipating equations analyzed in [11]. We assume that (1.1) is defined on
the canonical probability space associated with a k-dimensional standard
Wiener process W=[Wt , t # [0, 1]], the coefficients Aj , j=0, 1, ..., k, are
Rd-valued functions defined on Rd satisfying
(C) Aj , j=0, 1, ..., k are of class C with bounded partial derivatives,
and kj=1 
d
i=1 A
i
j i Aj has bounded partial derivatives of first
order,
X0 is an arbitrary random variable and the stochastic integral is a
generalized (anticipating) Stratonovich integral.
Our aim is to work on the way initiated in [6] and [3]. Fix x # Rd and
consider the classical hypotheses
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(H(x)) (unrestricted Ho rmander’s condition)
The Lie algebra generated by the vector fields Aj , [A0 , Aj],
1 jk, at point x is Rd,
(HR(x)) (restricted Ho rmander’s condition)
The Lie algebra generated by the vector fields Aj , 1 jk, at
point x is Rd.
One of the results in [6] states that, if (H(x)) holds for any x # Rd, the
random variable Xt , t # (0, 1] possess a density. Actually, he considers a
more general class of equations than (1.1).
Assume
(i) X0 # D(Rd),
(ii) sup| # 0 |X0(|)|K, for some constant K>0,
(iii) (HR(x)) holds for any |x|K.
Then, under some additional conditions on the behaviour of the
Malliavin derivative DX0 , the main result of [3] (see Theorem 5.2)
establishes the existence of a smooth density for Xt , t # (0, 1].
We want to extend this last result in the following directions. First, we
would like to remove the boundedness assumption on X0 and, secondly, to
deal with unrestricted Ho rmander’s type conditions. Recently, Bell and
Mohammed have proved in [1] an extension and refinement of Ho rmander’s
hypoellipticity theorem. More precisely, condition (H(x)) is allowed to fail
at an exponential rate on a collection of surfaces. We also plan to study the
smoothness of density for Xt under this new point of view.
Hypothesis (HR(x)) admits an equivalent formulation, as follows.
Consider the matrix Em(x) whose columns are Aj , 1 jk, [Ai , Aj],
1i, jk, ..., [Ai1 , [Ai2 , ..., [Aim&1 , Aim], ...]], 1i1 , ..., imk, at x. Let
*m(x) be the smallest eigenvalue of Em(x) E*m(x), where ‘‘V’’ denotes the
adjoint. Clearly, (HR(x)) is equivalent to *m(x)>0 for some integer m0.
An analogous remark applies to (H(x)). The formulation of our non-
degenerancy conditions uses *m and its analogue for (H(x)), +m . More
precisely, in the restricted case we assume
(HR) (*m(X0))&1 # p1L p(0), for some m0.
This seems more appropiate to our problems. Indeed, if sup| # 0 |X0(|)|K,
the assumption ‘‘(HR(x)) for any |x|K ’’ implies (HR).
Here is a brief account of the results proved in the paper. In Section 2
we extend Theorem 5.2 of [3] allowing any initial condition X0 # D(Rd),
assuming (HR) and keeping the same conditions on DX0 . An appropiate
version of Norris’ lemma established at the beginning of the section
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becomes an important tool of the proof. In Section 3 we assume unre-
stricted non-degenerancy conditions strictly weaker than (HR) and also
show smoothness of the density. The main tool is a refinement of the
version of Norris’ lemma proved in Section 2. In Section 4 we assume, as
in [3], that X0 is bounded and generalize Theorem 1.1 in [1] to equation
(1.1). In particular, this provides an extension of Theorem 5.2 in [3]
allowing hypothesis (iii) to fail in a ‘‘controlled’’ way. The fact that the
range of X0 is included in a compact set plays an important role in the
proof of this result.
We finish this section introducing the basic conventions, notations and
notions used troughout the paper. We refer the reader to [8] and [3] for
a more detailed exposition.
Sums on repeated indices are usually omitted and all constants are
denoted by C, although they may be different.
Let .(x), x # Rd be the stochastic flow defined by the adapted stochastic
equation
.t(x)=x+|
t
0 \ :
k
j=1
Aj (.s(x)) b dW js+A0(.s(x)) ds+ , t # [0, 1].
Under hypothesis (C), the process [.t(X0), t # [0, 1]] is a solution of (1.1)
(see [11], [7] or [9]). We denote by [Yt(x)] the derivative of the flow,
[.t x(x)], and by [Zt(x)] its inverse. Lemma 2.1 [11] establishes path
estimates for the processes [.t(x)], [Yt(x)] and [Zt(x)] and their
derivatives which are repeatedly used in this paper. We quote here this
result:
For any $>0 there exists a random variable ‘($) # p1L p(0) such that
a.s.
sup
0t1
( |.t(x)|+|.&1t (x)| )‘($)(1+|x|
2)(12)+$, x # Rd,
(1.2)
sup
0t1 \}
 jYt
x j
(x) }+ } 
jZt
x j
(x) }+‘($)(1+|x| 2)$,
0 j, x # Rd.
Let D(Rd) be the intersection of the Sobolev spaces Dk, p(Rd), k1,
p # [1, ). Assume X0 # D(Rd). Lemma 2.3 [3] yields .t(X0) # D(Rd)
for any t # [0, 1]. Moreover,
D jr[.t(X0)
i]=Y i, lt (X0)[D
j
r X
l
0+1[0, t](r) Z
l, h
r (X0) A
h
j (.r(X0))],
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1 jk, 1id. Consequently, the Malliavin matrix Qt=(DXt , DXt)
is given by Qt=Yt(X0) Ct Yt(X0)*, where C h, jt =
k
l=1 
1
0 1
h, l
r, t 1
j, l
r, t dr, 1h,
jd, and
1 j, lr, t=D
l
r X
j
0+1[0, t](r) Z
j, :
r (X0) A
:
l (.r(X0)).
Fix t # (0, 1] and assume (det Ct)&1 # p1L p(0). Then, Lemma 2.1 [11]
and Malliavin’s criterion for the existence of a smooth density for a Wiener
functional ensures that the probability law of Xt has an infinitely differen-
tiable density with respect to Lebesgue’s measure on Rd.
2. RESTRICTED HO RMANDER CONDITIONS
The purpose of this section is to extend Theorem 5.2 [3] to initial conditions
X0 of equation (1.1) not necessarily bounded. To this end we need a version of
Lemma 5.1 of [3] which does not require this assumption, as follows.
Lemma 2.1. Let :=[:t(x)=(:lt(x)) l=1, ..., k , t # [0, 1], x # R
d], V=[Vt ,
t # [0, 1]] be measurable processes satisfying
(H1) [:t(x), t # [0, 1]] is adapted, for any x # Rd,
(H2) for every (t, |) # [0, 1]_0, x  :t(x, |) is a C2 function.
Let T # (0, 1],
(H3) there exists a real +>0 and a random variable ‘1 # p1L p(0)
such that, for any K1
sup
|x|K, 0<tT
( |:t(x)|+|:$t(x)|+|:t"(x)| )‘1K +, a.s.
(H4) There exists a positive random variable ‘2 # p1L p(0) and
* # (0, 12] such that, for every s, t # [0, T]
|Vt&Vs |‘2 |t&s| *+(12), a.s.
and V0 # p1L p(0).
Set Yt(x)=Vt+t0 :s(x) dWs , t # [0, T], x # R
d and let X0 be a d-dimen-
sional random variable belonging to p1L p(0). Then, for any $, ’>0, with
$*>(2*+1)’, every a, b>0 and p # [2, ) there exists =0>0 depending on
$, ’, a, b, p, T and the moments of ‘1 , ‘2 , such that
P \|
S
0
|Yt(X0)| 2 dta=$, |
S
0
|:t(X0)| 2 dt>b=’+= p, (2.1)
for any S : 0  [0, T] and = # (0, =0).
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In comparison with Lemma 5.1 [3] here we only suppose X0 #
p1L p(0). Our assumption (H3) is stronger than (H3) in [3] and takes
into account the compact set [ |x|K] where the bound is considered.
As has been mentioned in the introduction, Lemma 2.1 [11] shows that
hypothesis (H3) is satisfied by a stochastic flow .t(x), its inverse .&1t (x)
and their derivatives with respect to x. In our proof, the new assumption
on X0 and (H3) are combined by means of a localization argument, but the
underlying idea is the same as in [3].
Proof of Lemma 2.1. For simplicity we assume k=1. Fix #1 , #2 , =>0
and set G1= =[‘1=
&#1], G2= =[‘2=
&#2], \=*+ 12. Following the ideas of
the proof of Lemma 4.2 [10] (see also Theorem 8.26 [12] and Step 1 of
Lemma 5.1 [3]) we obtain
P \{|
S
0
|Yt(x)| 2 dta=$, |
S
0
|:t(x)| 2 dt>b=’=& G1= & G2= +
n - 2 exp(&2&7b((ab&1)12 nK+=$2&’&#1
+T \n&\+12=&#2&’2)&2), (2.2)
for any integer n1 and |x|K.
Since $*>(2*+1)’, we may choose #1 , #2 , q, w>0 satisfying $2&’&
#1&w+&q>0, *q&’2&#2>0. Let K==&w, w>0 and n1 with n
=&q<n+1. The right-hand side of (2.2) is bounded by
=&q - 2 exp(&2&7b((ab&1)12 =($2)&’&#1&w+&q+T \2*=*q&#2&(’2))&2),
(2.3)
and, consequently, (2.1) holds for X0=x with |x|=&w.
Fix ;, w>0. There exists xi # Rd, i # [1, 2, ..., N ;, w= ] such that
[ |x|=&w]/ .
N=
;, w
i=1
[ |x&xi |=;].
Notice that N ;, w= C=
&(w+;) d. Define Ai=[| : |X0(|)&xi |=;], i #
[1, 2, ..., N ;, w= ], B1=A1 , Bi=Ai & (
i&1
j=1 Bj)
c, i # [2, ..., N ;, w= ], and the
random variable
X=(|)= :
N=
;, w
i=1
xi1Bi (|).
Set H= [ |X0 |=&w]. Clearly, H= /[ |X0&X= |=;].
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Consider the following inequality,
P \|
S
0
|Yt(X0)|2 dta=$, |
S
0
|:t(X0)| 2 dt>b=’+ :
6
j=1
Tj (=), (2.4)
with
T1(=)=P((G1= )
c), T2(=)=P((G2= )
c), T3(=)=P(H c=),
T4(=)=P \{|
S
0
|Yt(X=)| 2 dt3a=$, |
S
0
|:t(X=)| 2 dt> 12 b=
’=& G1= & G2= + ,
T5(=)=P \{|
S
0
|:2t (X=)&:
2
t (X0)| dt>
1
2b=
’=& G1= & H=+ ,
T6(=)=P \{|
S
0
|Yt(X=)&Yt(X0)| 2 dt> 12a=
$=& G1= & H=+ .
Chebychev’s inequality yields, for any q1
:
3
j=1
Tj (=)=#1 qE(‘q1)+=
#2 qE(‘q2)+=
wqE( |X0 | q)C=1q, (2.5)
with 1=min[#1 , #2 , W].
The results obtained in the first part of the proof (see (2.3)) imply
T4(=)C=&(w+;) d=&q - 2
_exp(&2&6b((6ab&1)12 =($2)&’&#1&w+&q
+T \2*=*q&#2&(’2))&2), (2.6)
Moreover, the mean value theorem and assumption (H3) yield
T5(=)
2
b
=&’E \1G=1 & H= |
S
0
|:2t (X=)&:
2
t (X0)| dt+4b T=&’&2#1&2+w+;.
(2.7)
Finally, using Chebychev’s and Sobolev’s inequalities, the local property of
stochastic integration and the results concerning derivation of stochastic
integrals depending on a parameter (see for instance [4]),
T6(=)
2
a
=&$ |
T
0
E \ sup|x& y|=;, |x| , | y|=&w } |
t
0
(:s(x)&:s( y)) dWs }
2
1G=
1+ dt

2
a
=2;&$ |
T
0
E \ sup|x|=&w } |
t
0
:$s(x) dWs }
2
1G=
1+ dt
C=2;&$&2#1&2w+&dw. (2.8)
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Fix p # [2, ). Then, according to (2.4)(2.8), by choosing ;>max[ p+
’+2#1+2+w, 12 ($+2#1+2w++dw+ p)], we obtain (2.1).
It is now possible to prove a result on the smoothness of density for the
solution to (1.1). With this aim we first introduce some notation. Consider
the sets of vector fields
70=[Ai , i=1, ..., k],
7j=[[Ai , V], i=1, ..., k, V # 7j&1], j1.
For any non-negative integer m0 and x # Rd, let Em(x) be the matrix
whose columns are the vector fields of 7j , 0 jm, at x # Rd. Let *m(x)
be the smallest eigenvalue of Em(x) E*m(x), x # Rd, m0, that means,
*m(x)= inf
|v|=1
:
m
j=0
:
V # 7j
|v*V(x)|2. (2.9)
Theorem 2.2. We suppose that the coefficients A0 , A1 , ..., Ak of equation
(1.1) satisfy (C). Let X0 # D(Rd) be a random variable such that
(i) there exists * # (0, 12] and a positive random variable ‘ #
p1L p(0) such that,
|DsX0&Dt X0 |‘ |t&s|*+(12), s, t # [0, 1],
(ii) D0X0=0 for some version of DX0 ,
(iii) for some j00,
(*j0(X0))
&1 # ,
p1
L p(0).
Then, the random variable Xt given by (1.1) has a smooth density for any
t # (0, 1].
Remark 2.3. Suppose |X0 |K for some constant K>0 and there exists
j00 such that for all |x|K, span(
j0
j=0 7j) at x is R
d. Clearly, the non-
degeneracy condition (iii) is satisfied. Consequently the previous theorem
extends Theorem 5.2 [3].
Proof of Theorem 2.2. For any * # Rd, |*|=1 and =>0 define
E0={ :
k
h=1
|
1
0
(**Zs(X0) Ah(.s(X0)) 1[0, t](s)+**Dhs X0+
2
ds<== ,
Ej={ :V # 7j |
1
0
(**Zs(X0) V(.s(X0)))2 ds<=m( j)= , j1,
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with m( j)=# j, 0<#<*2*+1, F=E0 & E1 & } } } Ej0 , A==[‘=
&1],
1>0. We want to show, for all p1 and ==0( p), P(E0)= p. The discus-
sion presented at the end of the introduction shows that this suffices to
establish the theorem. Using E0 /
j0
j=1(Ej&1 & E
c
j ) _ (F & A=) _ A
c
= and
Chebychev’s inequality, the proof reduces to check
P(F & A=)= p, (2.10)
P(Ej&1 & E cj )=
p, 1 j j0 , (2.11)
p1 and ==0( p).
Set
4t= :
j0
j=1
:
V # 7j
|
t
0
(**Zs(X0) V(.s(X0)))2 ds+ :
k
h=1
|
t
0
(**Zs(X0) Ah(.s(X0))
+**Dhs X0)
2 ds.
Assumptions (i), (ii) yield, on the set A= ,
4t 12 :
j0
j=0
:
V # 7j
|
=;
0
(**Zs(X0) V(.s(X0)))2 ds&C=2(*+1) ;&21. (2.12)
Define H= [ |X0 |<=&w], =, w>0, and the random times
S1=inf[s>0: sup
0_s
|Z_(X0)&I | 12], (2.13)
S =2=inf[s>0: sup
0_s
|._(X0)&X0 |=;3], ;, =>0. (2.14)
Sobolev’s embedding theorem, Chebychev’s inequality and Lemma 2.1
[11] imply
P([S =2=
;] & H=)=&(;3) qE( sup
0|x|<=&w
sup
0s= ;
|.s(x)&x|q)
C=&(;3) q \|[ |x|<=&w] (E( sup0s= ; |.s(x)&x| q)
+E( sup
0s=;
|Ys(x)&I | q)) dx+
C=(;6) q&2wq&wd, q>d.
Analogously,
P([S1=;] & H=)C=(;2) q&2wq&wd, q>d.
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Thus, for any q>d,
P([S =2=
;] & H=)+P([S1=;] & H=)+P(H c=)C(=
(;6)&3w) q+=wq).
(2.15)
From (2.12) and, by choosing ;, 1 with m( j0)<2(*+1) ;&21, we obtain
P(F & A= & [S1>=;] & [S =2>=
;])p1(=)+ p2(=), with
p1(=)=P \ :
j0
j=0
:
V # 7j
|
=;
0
|**Zs(X0) V(.s(X0))| 2
|**Zs(X0)| 2
ds4(C+2( j0+1)) =m( j0),
:
j0
j=0
:
V # 7j
|
= ;
0
|**Zs(X0) V(X0)| 2
|**Zs(X0)|2
ds
>16(C+2( j0+1)) =m( j0), S =2>=
;+ ,
p2(=)=P \ :
j0
j=0
:
V # 7j
|
=;
0
|**Zs(X0) V(X0)| 2
|**Zs(X0)| 2
ds16(C+2( j0+1)) =m( j0)+ .
Using the mean value theorem, the hypothesis (C) and that X0 #
p1 L p(0), we can find a positive random variable ‘ # p1 L p(0), such
that
|V(.s(X0))&V(X0)|‘ |.s(X0)&X0 |,
for any s # [0, 1), V #  j0j=0 7j . Then using Chebychev’s inequality, for any
q1
p1(=)P \ :
j0
j=0
:
V # 7j
|
=;
0
|**Zs(X0)(V(.s(X0))&V(X0))| 2
|**Zs(X0)| 2
ds
>C=m( j0), S =2>=
;+
P(‘2=(53) ;>C=m( j0))C=(53) ;&m( j0)) qE(‘2q). (2.16)
Moreover, assume m( j0)>;; then assumption (iii) ensures, for any p1
and = small enough
p2(=)P(*j0(X0)C=
m( j0)&;)= p. (2.17)
Let 1, ;, w>0 satisfying the following restrictions: ;>18w, m( j0)<
2(*+1) ;&21, ;<m( j0)< 53 ;. Then, the estimates (2.15), (2.16) and
(2.17) yield (2.10).
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For the proof of (2.11) we refer the reader to [3] (Step 2 in the proof
of Theorem 5.2). For instance, for j=1, we apply Ito^’s formula to
Zs(x) Ah(.s(x)) and then, (2.11) is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.1,
applied to
:lt(x)=**Zt(x)[Al , Ah](.t(x)), l=1, ..., k,
Vt=** \Ah(X0)+Dht X0+|
t
0
Zs(X0) \[A0 , Ah]
+ 12 :
k
*=1
[A* , [A* , Ah]]+ (.s(X0)) ds+ ,
with a=$=1, b=1k, ’=m(1).
Assumption (i) and Lemma 2.1 in [11] ensure the validity of the
required hypothesis. For 1< j j0 we apply the same arguments to
:lt(x)=**Zt(x)[Al , V](.t(x)), l=1, ..., k,
Vt=**V(X0)+** |
t
0
Zs(X0) \[A0 , V]+ 12 :
k
*=1
[A* , [A* , V]]+
_(.s(X0)) ds,
V # 7j&1 .
Example 2.3. Let k=d=2. Consider the vector fields A1(x)=( 12x1),
A2(x)=( cos x22 ), x=(x1 , x2). Then [A1 , A2](x)=(
&2x1 sin x2
&2 cos x2 ). Let y=
(x1 , 0), in this case
E1( y) E 1*( y)=\ 22x1+2
2x1+2
4x21+8+ .
Easy computations establish inf[*1( y) ; y=(x1 , 0), x1 # R]>0.
Consider any coefficient A0 : R2  R2 infinitely differentiable with bounded
partial derivatives and a random initial condition X0=(X 10 , 0) satisfying
the assumptions (i), (ii) of Theorem 2.2. Hypothesis (iii) of this theorem is
satisfied and Xt , t # (0, 1] has a smooth density. One example is provided
by X 10=W(h), where W(h) is the Ito^ integral of a function h # L
2([0, 1])
satisfying h0=0 and |ht&hs |C|t&s| #, t, s # [0, 1], for some # # (0, 1).
3. UNRESTRICTED HO RMANDER CONDITIONS
In this section we prove existence of a smooth density for the law of
the solution Xt of (1.1), t # (0, 1], under a non-degenerancy condition,
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formulated in terms of the vector fields Aj , j=0, 1, ..., k which is more
general than assumption (iii) in Theorem 2.2. As in the adapted case, we
need a more refined version of Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 3.1. Let :=[:t(x)=(:lt(x)) l=1, ..., k], ;=[;t(x)], #=[#t(x)=
(#lt(x)) l=1, ..., k], t # [0, 1], x # R
d, be measurable processes satisfying the
following conditions:
(H1$) for any x # Rd, [:t(x)], [;t(x)] and [#t(x)], t # [0, 1] are
adapted,
(H2$) for every (t, |) # [0, 1]_0, x  :t(x, |) is a C2 function;
x  ;t(x, |), x  #t(x, |) are C1 functions.
Consider a family of random variables h=[h(x), x # Rd] such that
x  h(x) is C1. Let at(x)=h(x)+t0 ;s(x) ds+ #s(x) dWs , t # [0, 1].
Assume
(H3$) there exists a real +>0 and a positive random variable ‘1 #
p1 L p(0) such that, for any K1
sup
|x|K, 0tK
( |:t(x)|+|:$t(x)|+|:t"(x)|+|at(x)|+|a$t(x)|
+|;t(x)|+|#t(x)| )‘1 K+,
a.s., for some T # (0, 1].
Let 8 be a random variable in p1 L p(0). Set Yt(x)=8+t0 as(x) ds+
t0 :s(x) dWs , t # [0, T], x # R
d and let X0 be a d-dimensional random
variable belonging to p1 L p(0). Then, for any $, ’>0, with $>8’, every
a, b>0 and p # [2, ) there exists =0>0 depending on $, ’, a, b, p, T and
the moments of ‘1 such that
P \|
t0
0
|Yt(X0)| 2 dta=$, |
t0
0
( |:t(X0)|2+|at(X0)| 2) dt>b=’+= p, (3.1)
for any = # (0, =0) and t0 # [0, T].
Proof. For simplicity we assume k=1. Fix #1 , =>0 and set G1= =
[‘1=&#1]. Fix x # Rd and p2. In the first step of the proof we check the
existence of w>0 and then =0>0, depending on a, b, $, ’, w, T, p, such
that, for any |x|=&w and any ==0
P \{|
t0
0
|Yt(x)| 2 dta=$, |
t0
0
( |:t(x)| 2+|at(x)| 2) dt>b=’=& G1= += p.
(3.2)
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Indeed, let r=(116)($&8’) and q1=($4)&(r2). Set
R1(=)=P \{|
t0
0
|Yt(x)| 2 dta=$, |
t0
0
|:t(x)| 2 dt>
b
2
=’=& G1= + ,
R2(=)=P \{|
t0
0
|Yt(x)| 2 dta=$, |
t0
0
|at(x)| 2 dt>
b
2
=’,
|
t0
0
|:t(x)| 2 dt=q1=& G1= + ,
R3(=)=P \{|
t0
0
|Yt(x)| 2 dta=$, |
t0
0
|:t(x)| 2 dt>=q1=& G1= + .
Clearly, the proof of (3.2) reduces to check the estimate for each Ri (=),
i=1, 2, 3.
The process Vt :=8+t0 as(x) ds, |x|=
&w satisfies hypothesis (H4) of
Lemma 2.1 with *= 12 and ‘2=‘1=
&+w. Indeed, (H3$) yields
|Vt&Vs ||t&s| sup
|x|=&w
|as(x)||t&s| ‘1 =&+w.
Since $>max[4’, 4q1], the first part of the proof of Lemma 2.1 (see (2.3))
provides the desired estimate for R1(=), R3(=).
We next study R2(=). To this end we introduce some notation. Let
Mt(x)=|
t
0
:s(x) dWs , At(x)=|
t
0
as(x) ds, Qt(x)=|
t
0
As(x) #s(x) dWs ,
t # [0, T], and consider the sets
F={|
t0
0
|Yt(x)| 2 dta=$, |
t0
0
|at(x)|2 dt>
b
2
=’, |
t0
0
|:t(x)|2 dt=q1= ,
F1=[(M(x)) t0 (\1 , sup
0st0
|Ms(x)|$1],
F2=[(Q(x))t0 (\2 , sup
0st0
|Qs(x)|$2],
where ( } ) denotes the quadratic variation and
\1==q1, $1=
a
2
=x1, x1=
1
2 \
$
4
&r+ ,
\2=36a2=q2, $2=
b
3
=x2, q2=2’+r, x2=’.
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We want to show
F & G1= /F1 _ F2 , (3.3)
for r=2#1+2+w.
Assume (3.3) has been proved. Then, the exponential martingale
inequality yields
R2(=)=P(F & G1= )P(F1)+P(F2)2 exp \& $
2
1
2\1++2 exp \&
$22
2\2+
2 exp \&a
2
8
=&r2++2 exp \& b
2
648a2
=&r+
and this completes the estimation for R2(=).
Fix |  F1 _ F2 , | # G1= such that 
t0
0 |Yt(x)|
2 dta=$, t00 |:t(x)|
2 dt=q1.
Since |  F1 , sup0tt0 |
t
0 :s(x) dWs |<$1=(a2) =
x1. In the sequel we
sometimes omit the dependence of the processes on x. Denote by * the
Lebesgue measure on R. By Chebychev’s inequality,
*[t # [0, t0] : |Yt(|)|=(716) $]=&(78) $ |
t0
0
|Yt(|)|2 dta=$8
and therefore,
* {t # [0, t0] : |Vt(|)|=(716) $+a2 =x1=
=* {t # [0, t0] : |Yt(|)&Mt(|)|=(716) $+a2 =x1=a=$8.
For ==0(t0) we can assume a=$8< 12 t0 . Hence, for any t # [0, t0] there
exists s # [0, t0] such that |s&t|a=$8 and |Vs(|)|<=(716)$+(a2) =x1.
Consequently, using assumption (H3$) we obtain
|Vt(|)||Vs(|)|+|As(|)&At(|)|=(716) $+
a
2
=x1+ } |
t
s
ar dr }
=(716) $+
a
2
=x1+a= ($8)&#1&+w3a=12(($4)&r).
In particular, for t=0, |8(|)|3a=12(($4)&r) and the triangle inequality
yields |At(|)|6a=12(($4)&r). Thus
(Q(x))t0=|
t0
0
|As(x)| 2 |#s(x)| 2 ds36a2=($4)&2r=36a2=2’+2r<\2 .
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Since |  F2 , |Qt0(x)|<$2=(b3)=
x2. Then, using the Ito^ formula we obtain
|
t0
0
|at(x)| 2 dt=|
t0
0
at(x) dAt=at0(x) At0(x)&|
t0
0
At(x) ;t(x) dt
&|
t0
0
At(x) #t(x) dWt .
Consequently, since ($8)&r>’,
|
t0
0
|at(x)| 2 dt12a= ($8)&r+
b
3
=x2<
b
2
=’.
This shows (3.3) and completes the proof of (3.2).
Now we proceed as in the second part of the proof of Lemma 2.1 using
the same notation. Consider the decomposition
P \|
t0
0
|Yt(X0)| 2 dta=$, |
t0
0
( |:t(X0)|2+|at(X0)| 2) dt>b=’+ :
6
j=1
T j (=),
with
T 1(=)=P((G1= )
c), T 2(=)=P(H c=),
T 3(=)=P \{|
t0
0
|Yt(X=)| 2 dt3a=$, |
t0
0
( |:t(X=)| 2
+|at(X=)|2) dt>
b
2
=’=& G1= + ,
T 4(=)=P \{|
t0
0
|:2t (X0)&:
2
t (X=)| dt>
b
4
=’=& G1= & H=+ ,
T 5(=)=P \{|
t0
0
|a2t (X0)&a
2
t (X=)| dt>
b
4
=’=& G1= & H=+ ,
T 6(=)=P \{|
t0
0
|Yt(X0)&Yt(X=)| 2 dt>
a
2
=$=& G1= & H=+ .
The terms T 1(=), T 2(=) are bounded using Chebychev’s inequality. For
T 3(=) we use the result of the first part of the proof. T 4(=) and T 5(=)
are studied as T5(=) in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Finally, T 6(=)
T 6, 1(=)+T 6, 1(=), where
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T 6, 1(=)=P \{|
t0
0 } |
t
0
:s(x) dWs } x=X=
&|
t
0
:s(x) dWs }x=X0 }
2
dt>
a
8
=$=& G1= & H=+ ,
and
T 6, 2(=)=P \{|
t0
0 } |
t
0
(as(X=)&as(X0)) ds }
2
dt>
a
8
=$=& G1= & H=+ .
For T 6, 1(=) we use the arguments applied to T6(=) in the proof of
Lemma 2.1 and T 6, 2(=) is analyzed like T 5(=). Then, as in that lemma,
choosing ;>max[ p+’+2#1+2+w, 12 ( p+$+2#1+2+w+dw)] we obtain
the estimate (3.1).
Consider the sets of vector fields
7$0=70=[Ai , i=1, ..., k],
7$j={[Ai , V], i=1, ..., k, [A0 , V]
+ 12 :
k
*=1
[A* , [A* , V]], V # 7$j&1= , j1.
For any non-negative integer m0 and x # Rd, let Lm(x) be the matrix
whose columns are the vector fields of 7$j , 0 jm, at x. Denote by +m(x)
the smallest eigenvalue of Lm(x) L*m(x), that is,
+m(x)= inf
|v|=1
:
m
j=0
:
V # 7$j
|v*V(x)|2, (3.4)
Clearly, *m(x)+m(x) (see (2.9)).
We can now state the analogue of Theorem 2.2 under a less restrictive
non-degenerancy condition.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that the coefficients A0 , A1 , ..., Ak of equation
(1.1) satisfy (C). Let X0 # D(Rd) and suppose
(i) there exists t0 # (0, 1] such that, for some version of DX0 ,
DsX0=0 for any s # [0, t0].
(ii) for some integer j00,
(+j0(X0))
&1 # ,
p1
L p(0).
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Then, for any t # (0, 1], the solution Xt to (1.1) possess an infinitely
differentiable density.
Proof. The scheme of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 2.2. For
the sake of completeness we will outline some details and make the
differences precise. Consider the sets
E$j={ :V # 7$j |
t 7 t0
0
(**Zs(X0) V(.s(X0)))2 ds<=n( j)= , j0
with n( j)=3&2j, F $= j0j=0 E$j .
The proof reduces to check
P(F $)= p, (3.5)
P(E$j&1 & (E$j)c)= p, 1 j j0 . (3.6)
for any p1 and ==0( p).
For checking (3.5), we consider the random times S1 , S =2 and the
estimate (2.15) reducing the problem to find the desired bound for
P(F $ & [S1>=;] & [S =2>=
;]) for appropiate ;>0. Here, the non-
degenerancy condition (ii) comes on the scene and (3.5) is obtained by
choosing, in this intermediate step, ;<n( j0)< 53 ;.
For 1 j j0 ,
P(E$j&1 & (E$j)c)
 :
V # 7$j&1
P \|
t 7 t0
0
|**Zs(X0) V(.s(X0))| 2 ds<=n( j&1),
|
t 7 t0
0 \ :
k
l=1
|**Zs(X0)[Al , V](.s(X0))| 2+ } **Zs(X0)[A0 , V]
+
1
2
:
k
*=1
[A* , [A* , V]](.s(X0))}
2
+ ds=
n( j)
k + .
We may apply Lemma 3.1 to the process Yt(x)=8+t0 as(x) ds+
t0 :s(x) dWs , with
8=**V(X0),
as(x)=**Zs(x) \[A0 , V]+ 12 :
k
*=1
[A* , [A* , V]]+(.s(x)),
:ls(x)=**Zs(x)[Al , V](.s(x)), l=1, ..., k.
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Indeed, the Ito^ formula yields
**Zt(x) V (.t(x))
=**V (x)+** \|
t
0
Zs(x)[Al , V ](.s(x)) dW lr
+|
t
0
Zs(x)([A0 , V ]+ 12 :
k
*=1
[A* , [A* , V ]]+ (.s(x)) ds+ , (3.7)
for any C function V : Rd  Rd, and thus, Yt(X0)=**Zt(X0) V(.t(X0)).
Moreover, (3.7) for V =[A0 , V]+ 12 
k
*=1 [A* , [A* , V]] ensures the
decomposition as(x)=h(x)+t0 ;s(x) ds+
t
0 #s(x) dWs with
h(x)=**V (x),
;s(x)=**Zs(x) \[A0 , V ]+ 12 :
k
*=1
[A* , [A* , V ]]+ (.s(x)),
#ls(x)=**Zs(x)[Al , V ](.s(x)).
Clearly, the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 are fulfiled. In particular, (H3$) is
a consequence of Lemma 2.1 [11]. Consequently, (3.6) is proved.
Example 3.3. Let k=1, d=2. Consider the vector fields A1(x)=( 12x1),
A0(x)=( sin x2x1 ), x=(x1 , x2). In this case, 70=[A1] and 7j=[0], for any
j1. Thus *m(x)=0, for any m0 and condition (iii) of Theorem 2.2 is
not satisfied.
The Lie bracket [A0 , A1] at x is ( &2x1 cos x22 sin x2&1 ). Let y=(x1 , 0), then
L1( y) L1*( y)=\4x
2
1+1
4x1
4x1
4x21+1+ ,
and, assuming x10, +1( y)=4x21&4x1+1. Clearly inf[+1( y) ; y=(x1 , 0),
x11]=1. Consider the random initial condition X0=(X 10 , 0) with X
1
0=1+
(1t0 hs dWs)
2, t0>0 and h # L2([0, 1]). Then, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2
are satisfied and therefore, Xt has a smooth density, for any t # (0, 1].
Remark 3.4. Assumption (i) in Theorem 3.2 has been imposed in order
to apply Lemma 3.1. It would be interesting to extend Lemma 3.1 allowing
8 to be a stochastic process. Then, that condition could be relaxed.
4. A DEGENERATE CASE
This section is devoted to study the existence of a smooth density for the
law of the solution to (1.1) when Ho rmander’s condition is not satisfied.
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We use the notations introduced in the preceding section. Following [1]
we give the following
Definition 4.1. A vector x # Rd is called a Ho rmander point if there
exists a non negative integer m0 such that +m(x)>0.
Clearly +m(x)>0, if and only if the span of the vector fields in mj=0 7$j
at x is Rd. Set Hm=[x # Rd : +m(x)>0], H=m=0 Hm . H is the set of all
Ho rmander points.
Remark 4.2. If C is a compact set included in H, there exists an integer
j00 and ’0 # (0, ) such that +j0(x)’0 , for any x # C.
Definition 4.3. [2] A point x # Rd satisfies property (ED)( p, m)
(exponential degeneracy condition) if there exists m1, an open
neighborhood U of x, a C2 function , : U  R and p # (&1, 0) such that
(e1) ,(x)=0 and ({,(x))* Ai (x){0, for some i=1, ..., k,
(e2) +m( y)exp(&|,( y)| p), for all y # U.
Under some geometric restrictions, the properties introduced in Defini-
tions 4.1 and 4.3 are disjoint. Indeed, assume the following assumptions are
satisfied, provided Hc{<,
(h1) Hc is included in a C2-submanifold N of Rd of codimension 1
and, at every x # Hc at least one of the vector fields A1 , ..., Ak is transversal
to N,
(h2) for any x # Hc, there exists m0, an open neigborhood U1 of
x and p # (&1, 0) such that +m( y)exp(&[d( y, N)] p), \y # U1 , where d
denotes the euclidean distance.
In [1, Lemma 3.4] it is proved that, under (h1) and (h2), for any x # Rd
there exists m0 such that, either +m(x)>0 or x satisfies (ED)( p, m) for
some p # (&1, 0).
Our aim here is to establish an anticipating version of Theorem 1.1 [1],
as follows.
Theorem 4.4. Assume that the coefficients Aj , j=0, ..., k of equation
(1.1) are bounded and of class C with bounded partial derivatives. Let
X0 # D(Rd) satisfying
(i) |X0 |K, for some positive constant K,
(ii) there exists t0 # (0, 1] such that, for some version of DX0 ,
DsX0=0 for any s # [0, t0].
If, in addition, (h1) and (h2) hold, Xt has a smooth density for any t # (0, 1].
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Remark 4.5. The previous theorem shows that the existence of a
smooth density for Xt , t # (0, 1] can be ensured in examples where the
following assumption fails to be true:
(A) there exists j00 such that the span of 
j0
j=0 7$j at any point x
in the compact B K (0) is Rd.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Assume first B K (0) & Hc=<. In this case B K (0)
is a compact set included in H. Thus, Remark 4.2 ensures the existence of
j00 and ’0>0 such that
inf
|x|K
+j0(x)’0 .
Consequently, assumption (i) yields +j0(X0)’0 , a.s. Since the hypotheses
of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied, Xt posseses a smooth density for any t # (0, 1].
Suppose now B K (0) & Hc{<. Since Hc is a closed set, B K (0) & Hc is
compact. Fix x # Hc. Assumptions (h1), (h2) yield the existence of
neigborhoods Ux , Vx of x and a C2 function ,x : Ux  R such that
v ,x(x)=0, |({,x( y))* Aix( y)|
1
2 |({,x(x))* Aix(x)|>0, for some
ix # [1, ..., k] and for any y # Vx ,
v there exists an integer mx0 and px # (&1, 0) with +mx( y)
exp(&|,x( y)| px), for any y # Ux .
Let $x>0 such that B$x(x)/Ux & Vx . Consider a finite covering
[B(23) $xi (xi), i=1, ..., n] of B K (0) & H
c. To simplify the notation we write
B$i (xi) instead of B(23) $xi (xi), i=1, ..., n. Set W=
n
i=1 B$i (xi). Since
Wc & B K (0) is compact and included in H, there exists an integer /00
and a real ’0>0 with
+/0(x)’0 , for any x # W
c & B K (0),
(see Remark 4.2).
Set j0=max[/0 , mxi , i=1, ..., n]. Notice
+j0(x)’0 , for any x # W
c & B K (0), (4.1)
+j0( y)exp(&|,xi ( y)|
pxi), for any y # Uxi , i=1, ..., n. (4.2)
We now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Consider the random time
S1 defined by (2.13) which satisfy
P(S1=)C=(12) q, q>d.
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Indeed, this inequality can be obtained using the arguments used to deduce
(2.15). Here if is not necessary to introduce the set H= , because of
hypothesis (i).
Then, using Lemma 3.1 the proof reduces to check the following
estimate:
p(=) :=P \ :
j0
j=0
:
V # 7$j
|
t 7 t0 7 S1
0
|v*V(.s(X0))| 2 ds<C=n( j0)+= p, (4.3)
for any v # B1(0), p1 and ==0( p).
In the proof of Theorem 1.1 [1], (4.3) is checked for X0 deterministic.
The idea here is to approximate X0 by a step random variable, as in [3].
Let #>0 and [B= #(zi), zi # B K (0), i=1, ..., N #=] be a finite covering of
B K (0). Notice N #=C(K, d), =
&#d. Define Ai=[| : |X0(|)&zi |=#],
i=1, 2, ..., N #= , B1=A1 , Bi=Ai & (
i&1
j=1 Bj)
c, i # [2, ..., N #=], and the ran-
dom variable
X#, =(|)= :
N=
#
i=1
zi1Bi (|).
Clearly
sup
| # 0
|X0(|)&X#, =(|)|=#. (4.4)
Then, p(=) p1(=)+ p2(=) with
p1(=)=P \ :
j0
j=0
:
V # 7$j
|
S3
0
|v*V(.s(X#, =))| 2 dsC=n( j0)+ ,
p2(=)=P \ :
j0
j=0
:
V # 7$j
|
S3
0
|v*(V(.s(X0))&V(.s(X #, =)))| 2 ds>C=n( j0)+ ,
where S3=t 7 t0 7 S1 .
The definition of X#, = implies
p1(=) :
N=
#
i=1
P \ :
j0
j=0
:
V # 7$j
|
S3
0
|v*V(.s(zi))| 2 dsC=n( j0)+ .
Fix i # [1, 2, ..., N #=]. Suppose first zi # W
c & B K (0). Observe that property
(4.1) yields the existence of ’~ >0 such that +j0( y)
1
2’0 for any y such that
d( y, Wc & B K (0))’~ . Set $= 13 min[$x1 , ..., $xn] and ’=$7 ’~ . Let {1(’)=
inf[s>0: |.s(zi)&zi |>’] 7 t. Then,
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P \ :
j0
j=0
:
V # 7$j
|
S3
0
|v*V(.s(zi))| 2 dsC=n( j0)+
\|
{1(’) 7 S3
0
+j0(.s(zi)) dsC=
n( j0)+
P({1(’)C=n( j0))+P(S1C=n( j0)).
Moreover
P({1(’)C=n( j0))C= ((n( j0))2) q, q2.
Assume now zi # W & B K (0). There exists j=1, ..., n such that zi # B$j (xj).
Then B$(zi)/B$xj (xj)/Uxj & Vxj and (4.2) yields
P \ :
j0
j=0
:
V # 7$j
|
S3
0
|v*V(.s(zi))| 2 dsC=n( j0)+
P \|
{1(’) 7 S3
0
+j0(.s(zi)) dsC=
n( j0)+
P \|
{1(’) 7 S3
0
exp(&|,xj (.s(zi))|
pxj) dsC=n( j0)+ . (4.5)
By Lemma 3.3 of [1] the right-hand side of (4.5) is bounded by
exp(&C |log =|q), for some q>1, C >0 independent of zi and = small
enough.
Summarizing the estimates obtained so far, we obtain p1(=)= p, for any
p1 and ==0( p).
Finally, since the vector fields V(x) are C with bounded derivatives,
(4.4) and (1.2) yield
|V(.s(X0))&V(.s(X #, =))|C sup
|x& y|=#, |x|K
|.s(x)&.s( y)|
C sup
|z|K+1
|{.s(z)| =#C(K) ‘ =#,
for some positive random variable ‘ # p1 L p(0).
Thus, by Chebychev’s inequality
p2(=)C=q(#&n( j0)), q1.
By choosing # satisfying #>n( j0) we obtain the desired bound for p2(=)
and, therefore, (4.3) is established.
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Remark 4.6. The key ingredients in the proof of Theorem 4.4 are com-
pactness and the sharp bound provided by Lemma 3.3 [1]. Applying this
lemma requires boundedness of the coefficients Aj , j=0, ..., k, as technical
assumption. It is not clear how to avoid these restrictions.
Example 4.7. [5] Let k=d=3. Consider the vector fields A1(x)=
\
1
0
0+ , A2(x)=\
0
_(x1)
0 + , A3(x)=\
0
0
1+ , A0 #0, x=(x1 , x2 , x3), where _(z)=
exp(&|z| p), p # (&1, 0). Ho rmander’s condition does not hold on the
hyperplane N=[x1=0]. However, these points satisfy assumptions (h1)
and (h2). Indeed, +0( y)=_2( y1)=exp(&[d( y, N)] p), for any y # R3.
Let X0 be any random vector in R3 with X 10=0 and satisfying (i) and (ii)
of Theorem 4.4; for example,
X0=\0, 1, |W1&Wt0 |
2
1+|W1&Wt0 |
2+ , t0 # (0, 1).
Then, the corresponding solution Xt of (1.1) possess a smooth density for
any t # (0, 1].
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